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Abstract

The authors have previously described the use of data path expressions and predecessor automata in debugging
concurrent systems. In this paper we examine the relationship of these models to two traditional models of
concurrent processes: pomset languages and k-safe Petri net systems. We explore the regularity and safety of the
concurrent languages described by each of the four models. Our main result is the equivalence of regular safe
pomset languages and the languages described by safe data path expressions, safe predecessor automata and k-safe
Petri net systems.
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1. Introduction and Motivation

We are motivated by our application domain, parallel debugging, in which the programmer describes in a debugging

language some anticipated partial orderings among run-time events, and then the debugger recognizes whether or

not these partial orderings actually occur during execution. Thus we are concerned with languages to characterize

both concurrency and computation, and automata to recognize these behaviors.  We model regular, safe concurrency

by employing pomsets [Pratt 86, Pratt 84] to formally define the regular and safe class of pomset languages. We

contrast to regular, unsafe pomset languages, non-regular, unsafe pomset languages, and non-regular, safe pomset

languages. We present data path expressions (DPEs) and predecessor automata (PAs) as the formal language and

automata characterizing the debugging language and recognizer, respectively, and distinguish between safe and

unsafe DPEs and between safe and unsafe PAs.

We previously introduced DPEs [Hseush 88] and PAs [Hseush 90]. The first paper demonstrated the utility of DPEs

for defining interesting behaviors, such as race conditions, that often imply program errors.  The second presented

our approach to implementing a DPE debugger by using PAs generated from the DPEs to recognize run-time

behaviors. We also characterized the power of a hierarchy of DPE languages in terms of Petri net models [Peterson

81, Reisig 85], and singled out the safe DPE languages, characterized by k-safe Petri net systems, as the class of

debugging languages that could be implemented using PAs.  The important contribution of this paper is to prove

these four kinds of concurrency models — regular safe pomset languages, safe data path expressions, safe

1predecessor automata and k-safe Petri net systems — to be equivalent . The relations among these four models are

illustrated in Fig.  2-1, and Fig. 2-2 indicates what we prove.

2. Four Models

2.1. Regular and Safe Pomset Languages

2.1.1. Pomset Definitions

The following definitions are adapted from [Pratt 86].

Definition 1: A labeled partial order (lpo) is a 4-tuple (V, Σ, < , μ), where V is a set of event occurrences,
Σ is a set of event types, < (the causal precedence relation) is an irreflexive transitive binary relation, and
μ:V → Σ labels the event occurrences of V with event types from Σ.

Definition 2: A pomset [V, Σ, < , μ] is the isomorphism class of an lpo (V, Σ, < , μ).

Definition 3: A tomset [V, Σ, < , μ] (also called a string) is a pomset with a total order. That is,
∀p,q ∈ V,p ≠ q, such that either p < q or q < p.

Definition 4: A pomset language (also called a process) is a set of pomsets. A tomset language, or just
language as the term is traditionally employed, is a set of strings.

1We restrict the proofs to the unambiguous set of regular safe pomset languages, but this does not affect the modeling power.
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Figure 2-1: Relations Among four Models Figure 2-2: What We Will Prove

2.1.2. Some Pomset Operations

In the following definitions, P, Q and R are pomset languages, and p=[V ,Σ , < ,μ ], q=[V ,Σ , < ,μ ] andp p p p q q q q

r=[V ,Σ , < ,μ ] are pomsets. The empty pomset ε=[∅,∅,∅,∅]. Five operators, choice (+), concatenation (;),r r r r

Kleene closure (*), concurrence (||) and concurrent closure (@) are taken from Pratt [Pratt 86]. Our concurrence

operator (&) allows synchronization of events, which Pratt’s concurrence operator (||) does not.  Pratt does not have

a renaming operator. Some definitions are given.

Pratt’s concurrence (||) : P||Q={[V,Σ, < ,μ]|∃p ∈ P,q ∈ Q, such that V = V ∪V ,Σ = Σ ∪Σ , < = < ∪ < ,μ = μ ∪μ }.p q p q p q p q

Concurrence (&) : An event occurrence homomorphism h is a mapping from V to V such that μ h =μ .p rp,r r p,r p

P&Q={ r | ∃p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ Q
∧ ∃h ,h such that h ( < ) ⊆ < ∧ h ( < ) ⊆ < }.p,r q,r p,r p r q,r q r

Renaming Λ : Λ (p)=[V ,Σ′ , < ,μ′ ], where,a → b p p p p
Σ′ =Σ \{a}∪{b},p p
μ′ = {(v,σ)|(σ ≠ b∧(v,σ) ∈ μ ) ∨ (σ = b∧(v,a) ∈ μ )}].p p p

Λ (P) = {Λ (p) | p ∈ P}.a → b a → b

Concurrent Closure (@) : P@={ε}+P+P||P+ . . .
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2.1.3. Regular Pomset Languages

Definition 5: A temporal snapshot (or just snapshot) of a pomset p=[V,Σ, < ,μ] is a 5-tuple
s=[V,Σ, < , < ,μ], where < is < , the causal relation, and < , called the temporal relation, is a total orderc t c t
over V, such that < ⊆ < . Let Pomset(s) = p, the pomset of the snapshot s.t

Definition 6: The temporalization of a pomset p, denoted α(p), is the set of all possible snapshots of p.
The temporalization of a pomset language L, α(L), is the union of the temporalizations of all pomsets in L.

The definition of temporalization is similar to Pratt’s linearization [Pratt 86] except that, when a particular linear

order is enforced, the former preserves the causal relations and the latter does not.  One example in parallel

debugging is that the debugger receives, in a linear order, a set of events, which occur in a partial order.  To avoid

losing the information of the partial order, the debugging system can be designed so that each event arrival carries

the information about the occurrence of the event and the events that causally precede it.

A snapshot s=[V,Σ, < , < ,μ] of a pomset p can be represented by a sequence of event-predecessor pairs, EP(s)=c t

(μ(e ) μ(P )), (μ(e ) μ(P )), . . . ,(μ(e ) μ(P )), where (i) e , e , . . . e is the total order described by < and (ii)0 0 1 1 n n 0 1 n t

∀w ∈ P ,w immediately precedes e in the causal order ( < ), 0 ≤ i ≤ n. An event-predecessor pair (μ(e) μ(P)) carrysi i c

the information about the event type of the occurrence and the event types of its immediate and causal predecessors.

For example, given a pomset that V = {v ,v ,v }, Σ = {a,b,c}, < = {(v v ),(v v )}, and μ = {(v , a), (v , b), (v , c)}, a1 2 3 1 2 1 3 1 2 3

snapshot s is [V,Σ, < , < , μ] that < = {(v v ), (v v ), (v , v )}. EP(s) is (a ∅) (b {a}) (c {a}), which says thatt t 1 2 1 3 2 3

event occurrence a without any predecessor is received first, event b that has a predecessor a and event c that also

has a predecessor a are received successively.

Definition 7: The event-predecessor language (EP language) of a pomset p, denoted EP(p), is
Σ{EP(s) | s ∈ α(p)}, which is a string language over the symbol set Σ = {(μ(e) μ(P)) | e ∈ V ∧ P ∈ 2 }.EP

The EP language of a pomset language L, denoted EP(L), is the union of EP(p) for all p ∈ L.

For example, p is (a;b & c). EP(p) is {(a ∅) (b {a}) (c ∅), (a ∅) (c ∅) (b {a}), (c ∅) (a ∅) (b {a})}. We can

simply treat each distinct event-predecessor pair as a distinct symbol (A, B and C). EP(p)={ABC, ACB, CAB},

where A=(a ∅), B=(b {a}) and C=(c ∅).

There are two problems for EP(s), where s is a snapshot of p. (1) EP(s) might ambiguously describe more than one

pomset, since only event types are coded in the predecessor set P. The disambiguity rule Most Recent Input (MRI)

is introduced to unambiguously describe a unique pomset.  Under the MRI rule, a predecessor event w ∈ P of ei i

indicates the most recent event with the same label (event type) in the input sequence preceding e . (2) Even thoughi

a representation can uniquely describe a pomset using MRI rule, EP(s) doesn’t always imply p. For example, p is

(a;b || a;c). EP(p) describes {p, q}, where q is ((a;b & a;c) || a)

Definition 8: A refinement of a pomset p=[V,Σ, < ,μ] is a pomset q=[V,Σ′, < ,μ′], such that the size of Σ’ is
finite and ∀a,b ∈ V,a ≠ b,μ′(a) = μ′(b) implies μ(a) = μ(b).

A refinement of a pomset language L is the union of refinements for all p in L.
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For example, a pomset p is (a;b || a;c). A refinement p’ is (a;b || a′;c), such that EP(p’) describes only p’. For the

pomset language L=(a;b)@, there doesn’t exist a finite refinement such that EP(L) implies L.

Definition 9: A pomset language L is regular iff there exists a refinement L’ of L, such that (i) EP(L’)
implies L’ and (ii) EP(L’) is regular.

Informally, we say a pomset language L is regular iff the temporalization of L is regular. For example, the

temporalization of pomset language (a&b)∗ is

((a ∅);(b ∅) + (b ∅);(a ∅));((a {a b});(b {a b}) + (b {a b});(a {a b}))∗. If we replace (a ∅), (b ∅), (a {a b}) and

(b {a b}) with A, B, C and D, respectively, we have a language (A+B);(C+D)∗, which is regular.  The

temporalization of pomset language (a&b)@ is a language with the same number of (a ∅) and (b ∅), which is

non-regular.

Definition 10: A pomset language L is unambiguous iff EP(L) implies L.

We focus on the unambiguous regular pomset languages.  The refinement process that maps an ambiguous pomset

language into an unambiguous pomset language can be done by a pre-processing machine.  The details are outside

the scope of the paper, since we are only interested in the modeling powers of the formalisms.

2.1.4. Safe Pomset Languages

Definition 11: Given a pomset p = [V, Σ, < , μ], a cut C is a subset of V, such that
(∀s,t ∈ C,s ≠ t) (s,t), (t,s) ∉ < . |C| is the size of C.

Definition 12: A pomset language L is safe, iff ∃k ∈ N,∀p ∈ L, for every cut C of p, such that |C| ≤ k.

2.2. Predecessor Automata

A predecessor automaton (PA) is a model of a concurrent system, whose input is a sequence of events which are

related by a causal partial ordering. Each event carries information about the events immediately preceding it in the

causal ordering (its predecessor events). The system can be in one of a finite number of internal states and move

from one state to another by examining the input event along with the information of its predecessor events; thus the

same input event with different predecessor events would result in different state transitions.

Definition 13: A PA is a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q , F), where0
• Q is a finite set of states.

• Σ is a finite set of events.

Σ• δ is the transition function mapping Q × ({ε}∪(Σ×2 )) to Q, where ε is a distinguished event
representing an internal (empty) transition. ε has no predecessors. δ can be viewed as the set of
edges between states, each labeled by an event and its predecessor set (or by ε).

• q is the initial state, q ∈ Q.0 0

• F is the set of final states, F ⊆ Q.

The definition of a PA is the same as a finite state automaton (FSA) except for the transition function δ, which takes
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into consideration both the events and their predecessors.  The predecessor set is finite, and thus the PA is a finite

system. An important distinction between PAs and FSAs is that concurrent composition of two PAs preserves causal

independence, while the concurrent composition of two FSAs loses this information [Hseush 90].

A PA is represented graphically by a directed labeled graph. The nodes represent the states of the PA, and the edges

are labeled with event-predecessor pairs. The labeled edges represent state transitions. If q , q ∈ Q, e ∈ Σ, P ∈1 2

Σ2 , and δ(q , (e P)) = q , then there is an edge labeled (e P) from the node representing q to that representing q . If1 2 1 2

P is the empty set ∅, we write the label as (e .). (e .) indicates event e has no causal predecessors, while ε represents

a transition taken without an input event.  Fig.  2-3 gives an example.

Figure 2-3: A safe PA and an unsafe PA

An input to a PA is a sequence of event-predecessor pairs, which is a snapshot of a pomset.  A PA moves from one

state q to another state q on an input (e p), according to the transition function δ(q , (e p)) = q .1 2 1 2

Definition 14: A snapshot s is accepted by a PA iff EP(s) causes the PA to move from the initial state to a
final state. A pomset p is accepted by a PA iff the PA accepts EP(p). A pomset language L is accepted by
a PA iff the PA accepts only EP(L).

Definition 15: A PA, M, is complete iff for any snapshot s accepted by M, every other snapshot t of
Pomset(s) is accepted by M.

We consider only complete PAs.

Definition 16: A PA is safe iff the pomset language it accepts is safe.

Lemma 17: A PA is safe iff for every cyclic path of transitions, q ,q , . . . ,q , such that δ(q , (e P )) =1 2 n 1 1 1
q , δ(q , (e P )) = q , ..., δ(q , (e P )) = q , in the PA, the following conditions hold.2 2 2 2 3 n n n 1

• ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, P ≠ ∅, and P ⊆ {e , e , . . . , e }.i i 1 2 n

• For any sub-path of the cycle, q ,q ,q , . . . ,q ,q ,i i+1 i+2 j−1 j
such that δ(q , (e P )) = q , δ(q , (e P )) = q , ..., δ(q , (e P )) = q ,i i i i+1 i+1 i+1 i+1 i+2 j-1 j-1 j-1 j
where e = e , e ∈ P ∪P ∪ . . . ∪P .i j-1 i i+1 i+2 j−1

Proof: Since the sets of states of a PA is finite, the only way that unbounded parallelism can be produced
is by a cycle. The first condition says that the events in the cycle (except those in the first iteration) have
predecessors that are events occurring in the cycle.  This ensures that no event outside the cycle can be the
predecessor of more that one occurrence of an event inside the cycle, and hence the cycle does not produce
unbounded parallelism at a node outside the cycle.  The second condition says that the events (except
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those in the last iteration) must be the predecessors of events in the cycle. This ensures that every
concurrent fork in the cycle is matched by a join, and so there is no unbounded parallelism at a node
within the cycle.

Fig. 2-3 shows a safe PA and an unsafe PA.

2.3. Data Path Expressions

Path expressions were first used as a formalism for describing concurrent processes by Campbell and Habermann

[Campbell 74] and for debugging by Bruegge [Bruegge 83].  Data path expressions (DPEs) extend the formalism by

allowing concurrency and introducing a renaming operator.

2.3.1. Definition

A DPE is an expression over a set of events Σ ∪ {ε} using six operators: concatenation (;), choice (+), Kleene

closure(*), concurrence (&), concurrent closure (@) and renaming Λ.

Definition 18: A data path expression is defined recursively as follows (by a finite number of applications
of the recursive step):

i) ε is a DPE and ∀e ∈ Σ, e is a DPE.

ii) If r and s are DPEs, then so are r+s, r;s, r*, r&s, r@ and Λ (r).e → e′

Each DPE represents a pomset language. The DPE operators (+ ; * & @ Λ) are analogous to the pomset operators

described above. The DPE ε represents the empty pomset language {ε}, and the atomic DPE consisting of a single

event e corresponds to the atomic pomset language {e}. If P(r) is the pomset language corresponding to the DPE r,

then the DPEs r+s, r;s, r*, r&s, r@ and Λ (r) correspond to the pomset languages P(r)+P(s), P(r);P(s), P(r)*,e → e′

P(r)&P(s), P(r)@ and Λ (P(r)), respectively.e → e′

The pomset languages that DPEs can express are not necessarily regular.  For example, a DPE, (a&b)@, is

[n] [n] [n]equivalent to a &b , which is not regular. a is a&a&...&a for n times.

Definition 19: A DPE is safe iff it describes a safe pomset.

Lemma 20: A DPE is safe iff (;), (+), (*), (&) and (Λ) are the only operators used in the DPE.

Proof: Since a DPE is finite, the only source of unsafe concurrency is the @ operator. Eliminating it
ensures safety. From theorems 23 and 25, we can show that every safe DPE can be built up by using only
(;), (+), (*), (&) and (Λ).

The DPE a;b & c;d expresses a safe pomset language, and the DPE a@ expresses an unsafe pomset language.
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2.4. K-safe Petri Net Systems
Definition 21: A labeled Petri net system is a 6-tuple [S, T; F, M , Σ, μ], where0

• S is the set of places,

• T is the set of transitions,

• F is the flow function, ⊆ S×T ∪ T×S,

S• M is the initial marking, M ⊆ N ,0 0

• Σ is a set of labels, and

• μ is a mapping from T to Σ.

A marking of a Petri net corresponds to a distribution of tokens among the places of the net. When a transition fires,

corresponding to an occurrence of the event by which the transition is labeled, one token is removed from each place

at the start of an edge leading to the transition, and one token is added to each place at the end of an edge leading

from the transition. A transition can fire only if there is at least one token in each of the places with edges leading to

it.

The behavior of a Petri net system can be modeled by a set of occurrence nets [Best85 85]. Each occurrence net

corresponds to a pomset; the behavior of a Petri net system corresponds to a pomset language. Since the number of

tokens in a place is not limited, the pomset language described by a Petri-net system is not necessarily regular.

Definition 22: A k-safe Petri net system is a Petri net system such that for all markings reachable from the
initial marking, there are at most k tokens in any one place.

Intuitively, a k-safe Petri net system corresponds to a safe, regular pomset language, since the number of concurrent

|S|events and the number of possible states are both bounded by k .

3. Equivalence Proofs
Theorem 23: Given a safe and regular (unambiguous) pomset language L, these exists a safe PA that
accepts the language.

Proof: Since L is regular, there exists an FSA that accepts EP(L) (from definition 9). Every edge of the
FSA is labeled with an event-predecessor pair, which is a symbol in the symbol set of EP(L). The FSA
actually is a PA, which accepts L. This automatically ensures that the PA is safe, if L is safe.

Definition 24: Given a pomset p = [V, Σ, < , μ], a line is a subset V’ of V, such that (i) V’ is totally
ordered by < and (ii) there does not exist a different subset V’’ of V, which is totally ordered by < and
V′ ⊂ V′′.
Theorem 25: Given a safe PA, M, there exists a safe DPE that expresses the same pomset language
described by M.

Proof: The proof is very long. Here we only briefly sketch it.  Let the pomset language accepted by M be
L. First, we construct an isomorphic FSA M’=(Q, Σ , δ , q , F) from M=(Q, Σ, δ, q , F) by treatingEP EP 0 0
each distinct event-predecessor (an edge label) as a distinct symbol. M’ accepts EP(L). Second, we
transform the FSA M into a regular expression R that describes EP(L) (see [Hopcroft 79]). R is an
expression over the symbol set Σ . Remember there is also a PA, M , which is 1-1 corresponding to R.EP R
The next step is to convert R to a DPE. To do this, we need to consider the regular expression over Σ inEP
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two cases: (1) If the expression R does not contain the (*) operator, we can generate a finite set of
pomsets, {p ,p , . . . ,p }, from M . The DPE corresponding to R is (exp(p ) +  . . .  + exp(p )). exp(p ),1 2 n R 1 n i
1 ≤ i ≤ n, is an expression (exp′(l ) &  . . .  & exp′(l )), where l = {e , . . . ,e } (1 ≤ j ≤ k), is a line of p . The1 k j 1 m i
exp′(l ) is (e ; . . . ;e ), where e < . . . < e . (2) If the expression R has a sub-expression E∗. From thej 1 m 1 m
safe conditions in lemma 17, we know the events inside the loop except those in the first iteration are
isolated from the events outside the loop. E can be converted into a DPE, exp , recursively according toE
the cases (1) and (2).  From E, we also know the predecessors, P , for the whole sub-expression E∗. WeE
replace E∗ with an event-predecessor pair (S P ), where S is a distinct symbol. The expression now can beE
converted into a DPE, exp , according to case (1), since it has no (*).  Finally, we replace any S in expR R
with (exp )*. The DPE expresses the language described by the PA. The DPE is safe, since we only useE
(;)(*)(+)(&) in the process.

Theorem 26: Given a safe DPE, there exists a k-safe Petri net system that describes the same pomset
language expressed by the DPE.

Proof: We show this by constructing a k-safe Petri net for each step in (i) and (ii) of definition 18 with
only (+) (;) (*) (&) and (Λ) (Lemma 20). See figure 3-1.  A k-safe net system that describes the language
expressed by the given DPE can then be constructed recursively, following the similar steps of
constructing the DPE.  All constructing steps are straightforward except the construction for the
concurrence operator (&).  Assume Net and Net are the net structures for p and q, respectively, and p andp q
q synchronize at the events a, b and others (they both have the same label). For each homomorphism hp, r
and h , we can construct Net by combining transition a in p and a in q into one (see figure).q, r p&q

Theorem 27: Finite k-safe net systems describe only safe and regular pomset languages

Proof: Given k-safe Petri net system, M. Since the number of tokens of a place is bounded by k and the
number of places is finite, the number of transitions ready to fire is finite, which corresponds to the
concurrent event occurrences in pomsets. Thus, M describes a safe pomset language.  Since the set of
possible markings (possible configurations of tokens) in M is finite, the system is a finite system. Thus it
describes a regular pomset language.
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Figure 3-1: Constructing k-safe Petri nets
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